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Phi Gamma Delta’s
Mission, Vision & Values
Mission
Phi Gamma Delta unites men in enduring friendships, stimulates the pursuit of knowledge, and
builds courageous leaders who serve the world with the best that is in them.

Vision
To be an active, vital force of men who courageously live our values and make a positive impact on
college and community.

Values
We are United By Friendship.
It is the basis of our brotherhood. Because of it we accomplish far more than we do as individuals. Friendship is
the sweetest influence.

We Promote the Pursuit of Knowledge.
It is the key to a fuller, richer life. We gain it through education, the harmonious development of the powers of
the individual.

We Encourage Service.
We have the ability, the opportunity and the duty to serve our fellow human beings. Our reward is the satisfaction that comes from serving.

We Believe in Morality.
As gentlemen of quality, we must do what is right as individuals and as a group. Moral behavior is the basis of
society’s existence.

We Strive for Excellence.
It is attained only when we fulfill our potential. Mankind benefits when each of us becomes all that we can.
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Positive Impact 2030
In 2017 the Archons adopted a strategic framework, Positive Impact 2030, to carry Phi Gamma Delta
through the coming decade. The Archons recognized that we and the fraternity system came upon
a natural inflection point in developing this plan and set priorities which will keep Phi Gamma Delta
strong amidst major environmental changes.
Paramount to Positive Impact 2030 is a need to increase the value of fraternity in our campus communities and members, to continue our efforts to Build Courageous Leaders and to continue organizational growth which strengthens Phi Gamma Delta.
Positive Impact 2030 identifies four strategic priorities (‘must win’ battles) needed to realize our vision
and mission.

Four Must Win Battles
Maximize Value
Create unity of purpose to strive for better - Create value for our members, college and community.

Empowered Accountability
Involve and empower every member - Respect each person.

Know the Student Best
Shape the way our men think about fraternity - Know member expectations and connect with positive fraternal experiences.

Expand Smartly
Execute growth that makes the organization stronger and smarter - Strengthen chapter operations
continually.

The 2019 Annual Report highlights Phi Gamma Delta’s progress in achieving our goals during the
most recent fiscal and academic year.
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Maximize Value
Value creation for our members, the college and community is the essence of our vision
for positive impact. Value is
what attracts and keeps members. It’s also what attracts and
maintains relationships with
university administrators, community citizens, campus organizations and other stakeholders
who trust us to be reliable and
who are critical to our chapters’
long-term success. To cause
value to rise, we do not need to
know precisely what maximum
value is, but we must have an
idea of ‘better’. Our full potential is reachable only when we
share a unity of purpose with a
common and collective set of
goals across the Fraternity.

Goals
Scholarship
80% of chapters above All-Men’s
Average

% of Chapters Above AMA

80%

1

Target (2030)

2

68%

Current (2018-19)

Service
25 service hours per member per
year

25

Target (2030)

11.48

Current (2018-19)
S E R V I C E H O URS P E R M E M B E R P E R Y E A R

Philanthropy
$2.5 million charitable dollars
raised annually by chapters

$2.5M

Target (2030)

$955.9K

Current (2018-19)
P H I L A NT H RO P Y D O L L A RS R A I S ED A N NU A L L Y B Y A L L C H A P T E RS

Campus Involvement

Campus Involvement
100% of chapters with ≥90%
of brothers involved in other
campus organizations

100%

Target (2030)

64%

Current (2018-19)
ANNUAL REPORT 2018-19
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Scholarship
Academic Performance
Fall 2018 Semester

3.0

Scholarships Awarded
2018-19 Academic Year

69%

3.035

1,023

Chapters Above a
3.0 GPA

Average Chapter GPA
(Unweighted)

Scholarship Awards - # Given

AMA AFA
68%

67.6%

$425,590

Chapters Above the
All-Men’s Average

Chapters Above the
All-Fraternity Average

Scholarship Awards Total Worth

Service & Philanthropy
Philanthropic Partners

Service & Philanthropy Reported
2018-19 Academic Year
(98/161 chapters reporting)
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87,750

$955,868

Community Service
Hours

Philanthropy $ Raised

Empowered Accountability
Fundamental to ‘Building
Courageous Leaders’ is the
concept of teaching brothers
the “why” behind everything
they are asked to do and not
do. When members understand “why”, they become
empowered to take responsible actions. Empowered
brothers who are accountable
to respect each person in their
decisions and actions are far
more likely to make good decisions when faced with testing
points. Chapters with a solid
accountability system in place
and a high level of individual
accountability have a culture of
empowerment, where the full
potential of every single member can be realized.

Goals
Courageous Leaders Scale
TBD - Create a scale that measures testing point tolerance,
rationale, mentality & accountability

Courageous Leadership Education
25% of members receiving

in-person training annually (only
ASTP and Social Strengths)

25%

Target (2030)

35%

Current (2018-19)

Undergraduate Online Education
100% officers and new member
educators complete
required courses annually
(required completion
begins in the 2019-2020
academic year)

100%

Target (2030)

0%

Current (2018-19)

Graduate Advisor Online Education
100% of advisors complete
required courses
biennially (course buildout continues in 2019-2020;
required completion not
yet implemented)

100%

Target (2030)

0%

Current (2018-19)
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Education
Programs
ASTP (Alcohol Skills Training Program)
is a discussion-based program that uses
an approach to alcohol education that is
non-judgmental, non-confrontational and meets members where
they are in terms of readiness to change their behaviors.

Participation 2018-19 Academic
Year

GreekLifeEdu is an online program
that addresses the critical issues of
alcohol awareness, sexual assault, and hazing for incoming fraternity
and sorority members.

Building Courageous Leaders

The Leadership Institute is a five-day
premier leadership experience that will
empower brothers to work on real issues
and challenges facing their chapters. The
Institute works through those chapter
issues that are incongruent with the values and Ritual of Phi Gamma Delta.

The Social Strengths Program offers brothers education in important topics such as
healthy relationships, consent, sexual assault
prevention, safe social environments and
bystander intervention.

1,150
Leadership
Programming

5,668
Alcohol Education &
Hazing Prevention

Join the Fight Against Hazing
Contrary to society’s stereotypes, hazing has never been endorsed or encouraged as a method for
“training” a man or to help him “earn” his membership in a fraternity. Hazing is contrary to our mission
and values, and it has no place in Phi Gamma Delta.
While most chapters do not haze, unfortunately, hazing creeps into chapters far too often. Since 2018,
Phi Gamma Delta has closed 10 chapters for hazing, making it the number one killer of fraternity
chapters.
The Fraternity is committed to the elimination and prevention of hazing. We have embarked on a
comprehensive Hazing Prevention Plan intended to rethink our approach to new member education,
engage interested constituencies and, ultimately, work to eliminate hazing from our chapters.
To all those with an interest in the present and future of Phi Gamma Delta – undergraduates, graduate
brothers, parents and campus partners – we invite you to Join the Fight to eliminate and prevent hazing.
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Hazing Prevention Plan
Rethink the Joining Process
Phi Gamma Delta is rethinking how a man “becomes a Fiji.” The Fraternity is introducing a new prescribed New Member Education Program that will build friendships among new members and brothers, incorporate productive and meaningful bonding activities, and introduce online modules to aid
in learning. Initial revisions were made for the fall 2019 term, and the complete program is expected
to be available for fall 2020.
The Fraternity is also developing framework for Continued Member Development. Our goal is to
extend learning about the Fraternity and Ritual throughout a brother’s undergraduate career. This
framework is scheduled for roll-out in fall 2020.

Increase Training for Officers & New Member Educators
Phi Gamma Delta will provide increased training and educational opportunities to our New Member
Educators and Chapter Officers. Beginning in fall 2019, all Chapter Presidents and New Member
Educators are required to complete online courses and agreements prior to the start of their New
Member Education Program. In summer 2019, we launched The Summit, an annual conference, to
provide training, strategies and tactics for both recruitment and new member education.

Reinforce Hazing’s Risks & Consequences
Phi Gamma Delta continues its deliberate and direct communication to all undergraduate brothers
to help them understand the risks and consequences of hazing. When a chapter is closed for hazing,
all undergraduates are informed of the reason the chapter closed and are reminded of the consequences individuals may face, including criminal prosecution and expulsion from the Fraternity and/
or their school.
The Fraternity will also offer Incentives for Prevention as motivation for chapters to participate in preventive and educational opportunities. These incentives are expected to be offered in 2020.

Rally All Constituents
Phi Gamma Delta looks to everyone involved to stand with us and
Join the Fight against hazing.
Beginning in fall 2019, the Fraternity is communicating directly with
parents of new members regarding what is expected during their
son’s fraternity experience. New initiates will also receive direct
communication from the Fraternity about their responsibilities as a
brother, empowering them to be Courageous Leaders and keep hazing out of their chapter.
Also beginning in fall 2019, and continuing through 2020, the Fraternity will provide enhanced
resources for our graduate advisors and volunteers. These include revised and revamped online
modules for graduate volunteers, to better understand and address risk management and hazing
concerns, and a facilitation guide for graduates, to better discuss expectations around hazing and
new member education with their chapters.
Our Join the Fight Campaign gives our undergraduates, graduate brothers, campus partners and
parents a meaningful way to take a stand against hazing.
Learn more at www.phigam.org/FightHazing.
ANNUAL REPORT 2018-19
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Know the Student Best
Knowing and understanding
the expectations of members
is the overarching rule of an
exceptional brotherhood.
Chapter leaders and graduate advisors that possess this
knowledge can align the chapter organization and brothers’
hands-on experiences in a way
that creates personal insight,
development and a shift in
mindsets and engagement.
They shape the way our men
think about fraternity to create
positive membership experiences. A positive membership
experience as a student is the
key to having fantastic, flourishing chapters, abundant graduate volunteers and growing our
graduate chapters.

Goals
Member Experience Scale
TBD - Create a scale that measures how we connect experiences and expectations

New Member Retention
90% of new members initiating

90%

Target (2030)

82.3%

Current (2018-19)

Member Persistence
90% of initiated brothers active
until graduation

90%

Target (2030)

82.3%

Current (2018-19)

Advisor Ratio
100% of chapters have 5 BCA

member, 5 House Corporation
members and 1 Purple
100%
Legionnaire
Target (2030)

51%

Current (2018-19)
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Expand Smartly
Expansion strengthens our
resilience, flexibility and ability
to adapt smartly to changes in
the higher education environment. There are two elements
to expansion: growth and
development. Growth, in terms
of the number of members and
chapters, is an externally quantifiable change. Development
is more qualitative, as it is a process of transformation in which
complexity, infrastructure and
excellence increase. Together
they enable us to be an active
and vital force, creating greater
capacity and competitiveness for our chapters, broader
influence in our communities,
better brand recognition and
increased ability to reinvest.

Goals
Operational Excellence
90% of chapters reach Chapter Performance Indicator
goals (measurement in revision)

Chapter Size
74 member average chapter size 78

Current (2018-19)

74

Target (2030)

AVER AG E C H APTER SI ZE

New Colonizations
6 colonies added per year

6

Target (2030)

4

Current (2018-19)

New Colonies Added per Year

Graduate Chapters
100 active graduate chapters

100

Target (2030)

70

Current (2018-19)

Total Active Graduate Chapters
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Membership
Chapters & Colonies (As of Spring 2019)

159

Chapters &
Colonies

78

Average
Chapter Size

Colonizations &
Charterings
(2018-19)

70

Graduate
Chapters

4

Colonizations

Members (As of Spring 2019)

137,142

Living Members

11,418 undergraduates
& 125,724 graduates
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3,138 3,492
Brothers
Initiated

New
Members
Pledged

5

Charterings

Fundraising & Finances
Finances (2018-19)
Income - Actual

Income
Undergraduate Dues & Fees
Resale & Services
Educational Foundation Grant
Graduate Dues & Contributions
Investments & Transfers
Other/Misc.

Total Income

Actual
$ 2,090,492
485,279
399,555
345,444
326,286
10,504

FY19 Budget
$ 2,189,000
505,000
393,800
320,000
300,000
-

Actual

$3,657,560

$3,707,800

FY19
Budget

Actual
$ 2,249,404
480,755
279,864
329,144
144,708
104,852
64,965
165,839

FY19 Budget
$ 2,336,500
457,000
305,000
275,000
186,500
85,000
10,000
140,000

$3,819,532

$3,795,000

$ 76,828

$ 80,000

($238,799)

($167,200)

Expenses
Staff Salaries & Travel
Headquarters Operations
Educational Programs
Officers & Committees
Graduate Relations
Colonization & Chartering
Events
Other/Misc.

Total Expenses
Total Transfers to Other Funds

Net Surplus / (Deficit)

FY 18 Budget

Expenses Actual

Actual

Expenses - FY 18 Budget

FY19
Budget
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Fundraising
Every year thousands of graduate brothers show that Phi Gamma Delta is Not for College Days Alone
and provide financial support to the Fraternity, namely through the Phi Gamma Delta Educational
Foundation and the Graduate Dues program.

Foundation
The Phi Gamma Delta Educational Foundation, established in 1945,
is a 501(c)3 public charity whose mission is to support the educational and charitable purposes of Phi Gamma Delta, its undergraduate brothers and its chapters. The Phi Gamma Delta Foundation of
Canada provides similar support to brothers and chapters in Canada.
Donations to the Educational Foundations support Phi Gamma Delta
through scholarships and educational grants – funding the educational programming the Fraternity provides to its undergraduates.

Educational Foundation (2018-19)

$2,501,583 $400,616
Donations Received
From 3,140 Donors

$211,250

Educational Programs
Funded (Grant)

AAA Scholarships
Provided

Canadian Foundation (2018)

$143,232

$83,481

Donations
Received

Scholarships &
Grants Awarded

Giving Day (2019)
On May 1, 2019, the Foundation hosted
the second annual Giving Day, commemorating 171 years of brotherhood, while
stressing the importance of continuing our
legacy and expanding our impact.
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$128,548

1,201

Donations Received
on Giving Day

Donors Giving on
Giving Day
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Graduate
Dues
Phi Gamma Delta’s
Graduate Dues program
provides significant unrestricted income to the
Fraternity to supplement
the dues and fees paid by
undergraduate brothers.
Graduate Dues support
a number of Fraternity
programs which cannot
and/or should not be
absorbed by our undergraduate members and
chapters.

Graduate Dues
Program
(2018-19)

$279,574.32
Donations Received
From

5,421
Brothers Participating in
the Program
(as of June 30, 2019)
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BUILDING COURAGEOUS LEADERS

1201 Red Mile Road, Lexington, KY 40504
www.phigam.org | 859-255-1848 | phigam@phigam.org

